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Generating Rotating Magnetic Fields With a Single
Permanent Magnet for Propulsion of Untethered

Magnetic Devices in a Lumen
Arthur W. Mahoney, Student Member, IEEE, and Jake J. Abbott, Member, IEEE

Abstract—To date, untethered magnetic devices actuated with
a single rotating permanent magnet, such as active capsule endo-
scopes and magnetic microrobots, have been constrained to operate
in positions where the rotating dipole field behavior is simple and
easy to visualize. In this paper, we show how to generate a rotating
magnetic field with any desired rotation axis, for magnetic device
actuation, at any device position in space using a single rotating-
magnet actuator. The methods presented can control untethered
rotating magnetic devices, while the rotating actuator magnet fol-
lows trajectories independent of the untethered devices themselves.
We demonstrate our methods by actuating rotating magnetic de-
vices in a lumen. Applications include minimally invasive medical
tasks requiring an untethered magnetic device to operate in natu-
ral lumen pathways of the body (e.g., the gastrointestinal system,
the subarachnoid space of the nervous system, or vasculature).

Index Terms—Capsule endoscopy, magnetic manipulation, med-
ical robotics, microrobotics.

I. INTRODUCTION

UNTETHERED magnetic devices (UMDs), such as mag-
netic microrobots [1] and magnetically actuated capsule

endoscopes [2], have become an active area of research because
of their potential impact on minimally invasive medicine. These
devices derive their power from externally applied magnetic
fields. Some forms of actuation utilize magnetic forces for drag-
ging [3]–[7], others apply magnetic torque to roll on a surface
[8]–[10], swim through a fluid or lumen via helical screw propul-
sion [11]–[15], screw through soft tissue [16], [17], or swim with
a flexible tail [18]. Because these devices range in size from the
microscale to the mesoscale and employ many forms of mag-
netic propulsion, we refer to them herein as UMDs without any
implied size, propulsion method, or application. These devices
can be viewed as simple end-effectors of a larger robotic system.

Due to the ability of permanent magnets to generate
strong magnetic fields at low cost, researchers are considering
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Fig. 1. When an actuator magnet with moment ma rotates around the axis ω̂a
with ma perpendicular to ω̂a , the dipole field vector h at any given position
rotates around, and is perpendicular to, a constant axis ω̂h . The axis ω̂h at
various positions are illustrated with large blue arrows. A representation of the
ellipse traced out by the rotating magnetic field at the position p is shown. Any
position on the ω̂a axis is denoted to be in an axial position and any position in
the plane spanned by the rotating ma is a radial position. The magnetic field at
p is illustrated by gray arrows rotating around ω̂h .

permanent magnet systems for UMD actuation [8]–[12]. Actu-
ation of UMDs using permanent magnets tends to be nontrivial
due to the complex nature of the generated magnetic fields. In the
case of actuation using a single permanent magnet, UMD con-
trol strategies developed to date have employed either attractive
magnetic force or magnetic torque in simple ways for propul-
sion. Strategies exclusively employing attractive magnetic force,
generated between a single permanent magnet and a UMD, em-
ploy the magnetic force for dragging [3], [4], [6], [7]. Strategies
exclusively employing magnetic torque typically apply rotat-
ing magnetic fields, generated by a single rotating permanent
magnet, that cause the UMD to rotate; UMD rotation is then
transformed into propulsion using a helix or screw [11], [12], or
by rolling [8]–[10].

Strategies that employ the magnetic force generated by a sin-
gle permanent magnet tend to be limited by the fact that the
force magnitude decreases faster than that of magnetic torque
with increasing UMD-actuator separation distance, requiring
either a large actuating magnet or performing actuation with
the permanent magnet placed close to the UMD. Strategies that
employ magnetic torque generated by a single rotating perma-
nent magnet tend to be limited by the complexity of the rotating
dipole field generated by the magnet. To simplify control, ro-
tating UMDs have been exclusively operated in radial or axial
positions relative to the rotating magnet (see Fig. 1) [8]–[12].
In these two positions, the rotating magnetic field h applied to
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the UMD rotates around an axis ω̂h that lies parallel to the ac-
tuator magnet’s rotation axis ω̂a , making it easy to visualize the
coupling between the rotating actuator magnet and the UMD.
Requiring UMDs to be exclusively operated in these two posi-
tions, however, significantly constrains the physical placement
of the actuator magnet.

It has been shown that when a dipole (e.g., rotating permanent
magnet) rotates such that its magnetic moment is perpendicular
to its rotation axis, the generated field at any position in space
rotates around, and is perpendicular to, a constant axis, and its
field magnitude is described by an ellipse (see Fig. 1) [19]. In
this paper, we reformulate this phenomenon in a manner that
readily enables a unique rotation axis of the actuator magnet to
be found that produces any desired magnetic field rotation axis
(which may be specifically required to produce rotating UMD
propulsion) at any UMD position. This removes the need for
rotating UMDs to be actuated exclusively in axial and radial po-
sitions, enabling the actuator magnet’s position to move freely
during UMD operation to avoid obstacles in the workspace, im-
prove control authority, and potentially employ attractive mag-
netic force to simultaneously contribute to propulsion.

We demonstrate our results by measuring the rotating mag-
netic field, and driving a threaded-capsule UMD and rolling a
spherical UMD through a lumen, using a rotating permanent
magnet (which we will refer to as the “actuator magnet”) posi-
tioned in space by a 6-degrees-of-freedom (DOF) robotic ma-
nipulator. Applications include any minimally invasive medical
task that requires a UMD to operate in the natural lumen path-
ways of the body (e.g., the gastrointestinal (GI) tract, the sub-
arachnoid space of the nervous system, or vasculature). Robotic
systems that apply our method for actuating UMDs will be more
flexible in their choice of actuator-magnet position.

This paper contains results that first appeared in [20], as well
as additional formal analysis of magnetic field properties, ex-
perimental results, and discussion. The experimental results pre-
sented are proof-of-concept experiments that confirm the theory
contained herein. The problem of finding the optimal actuator-
magnet position for UMD actuation, the best choice of localiza-
tion system, and the magnetic fields necessary for propulsion in
the human GI tract is beyond this paper’s scope.

II. CONTROLLING ROTATING UNTETHERED MAGNETIC

DEVICES WITH A SINGLE ROTATING PERMANENT MAGNET

In this paper, scalars are denoted by lower-case standard font
(e.g., c), vectors are denoted by lower-case bold font (e.g., x),
and matrices are denoted by capital standard font (e.g., M ). The
ˆsymbol denotes a unit-length vector (e.g., x̂).

Let the dipole moment of the UMD’s magnet be md ∈
R3 {A·m2}. If a magnetic field h ∈ R3 {A·m−1} is applied
to the UMD, then a magnetic torque τ {N·m} and a magnetic
force f {N} will be produced:

τ = μ0md × h (1)

f = μ0(md · ∇)h (2)

where μ0 = 4π × 10−7 N·A−2 is the permeability of free space
[21]. Note that in the literature, the magnetic field is typically

denoted as H, however, we denote it in lower-case as h to
maintain the conventions of this paper.

The magnetic torque causes md to rotate in the direction of h.
If the magnetic field h rotates around an axis ω̂h (with direction
of rotation given by the “right-hand” rule), then τ will cause
md (and thus the UMD) to continuously rotate. The magnetic
force f causes the UMD to translate in a direction determined
by the UMD’s dipole moment md and the spatial derivative of
the magnetic field. UMD propulsion can be produced using the
magnetic torque to generate UMD rotation, which is converted
into propulsion via rolling or with a screw thread, the magnetic
force can be employed for pulling, or both can be used in concert.

If the magnetic field h is generated using a single actuator
magnet, then its field at the UMD’s position p (see Fig. 1),
relative to the actuator-magnet center, can be approximated by
the point-dipole model

h =
1

4π‖p‖3 Hma (3)

where ma ∈ R3 {A·m2} is the dipole moment of the actua-
tor magnet, H = 3p̂p̂T − I , and I ∈ R3×3 is the identity ma-
trix [21]. Equation (3) exactly predicts the field produced by
a spherical magnet. For all other geometries, it is an approxi-
mation that becomes more accurate with increasing distance. A
nonspherical geometry can be chosen to be well approximated
by (3) at smaller distances [22].

A. Rotation Axis of the Magnetic Field

For UMDs that employ magnetic torque generated by the
rotating magnetic field h for propulsion, appropriately selecting
the rotation axis ω̂h of the magnetic field is a critical component
of the control strategy. For UMDs in free medium (e.g., helical
microswimmers in fluid) or those that roll, the UMD rotation
axis naturally aligns itself with ω̂h and varying ω̂h steers the
UMD. For screw-like UMDs constrained in a lumen (e.g., a
magnetic capsule endoscope in the small intestine), ω̂h should
be locally aligned with the lumen in order to apply the most
useful magnetic torque.

1) Choosing ω̂a Given ω̂h and p̂: For a dipole field gen-
erated by an actuator magnet that rotates around the axis ω̂a ,
the required rotation axis ω̂a to make the magnetic field h at
any desired position p rotate around a desired axis ω̂h is not
easy to visualize. If the actuator magnet is rotated such that its
dipole moment ma is perpendicular to ω̂a (i.e., mT

a ω̂a = 0)
and it is desired that the field h be perpendicular to ω̂h (i.e.,
hTω̂h = 0), then the necessary ω̂a given a desired ω̂h can be
found by substituting (3) into the projection hTω̂h and applying
the symmetry of H to produce the expression

hTω̂h =
1

4π‖p‖3 mT
a Hω̂h = 0. (4)

Because Hω̂h does not vary as the actuator magnet rotates, and
because mT

a ω̂a = 0, letting ω̂a lie parallel to Hω̂h is the only
solution for ω̂a that satisfies (4) and is simultaneously invariant
to the rotation ofma . Therefore, given ω̂h and the UMD position
p, the necessary actuator-magnet rotation axis ω̂a can be found
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with

ω̂a = ̂Hω̂h . (5)

Because H is constructed using p̂, H only varies with changes
in the direction of p̂. This implies that solutions obtained from
(5) are invariant to scaling ‖p‖ by moving the actuator magnet
nearer to or farther away from the UMD, provided that the
direction of p remains unchanged. Naturally, the magnitude
of the field will depend on ‖p‖. In addition, it is shown in
Appendix A that p, ω̂h , and ω̂a are always coplanar.

It can be easily verified using (3) that the eigenvectors of
H include p̂ and a two-dimensional eigenspace consisting
of vectors in the plane orthogonal to p̂, with corresponding
eigenvalues λ1 = 2 and λ2 = λ3 = −1, respectively. Because
det(H) = λ1λ2λ3 = 2 for all p, H is always invertible and
there exists exactly one actuator-magnet rotation axis ω̂a to
generate a desired field rotation about the axis ω̂h for any UMD
position p. The forward problem, which gives the local field axis
of rotation ω̂h at the position p, given the actuator magnet’s axis
of rotation ω̂a , is found with

ω̂h = ̂H−1ω̂a (6)

where H−1 = (H − I)/2 (derived in Appendix B). Fig. 1 shows
ω̂h at positions on a half-hemisphere with a given ω̂a .

With p obtained from a localization system and the desired
applied field rotation axis ω̂h known, the necessary actuator-
magnet axis of rotation ω̂a can be quickly found by (5). As
the UMD or the actuator magnet moves and the direction of
p changes, (5) must be updated by repacking the matrix H ,
and a new solution ω̂a must be produced to maintain the de-
sired applied field rotation axis at p. Theoretically, a desired
actuator-magnet position trajectory can be first established and
the necessary ω̂a can be found during execution given the posi-
tion of the actuator magnet and the UMD. In practice, however,
the actuator magnet’s position trajectory should adapt to the
UMD’s behavior in order to maintain control authority while si-
multaneously avoiding hardware collisions or other constraints.
If the actuator magnet is positioned using a robotic manipu-
lator, every potential orientation of ω̂a may not be physically
achievable at every manipulator pose due to range constraints
of the manipulator’s joints. This issue may be alleviated during
motion planning by utilizing the fact that a desired ω̂a is achiev-
able from at least two unique manipulator poses by reversing
the actuator magnet’s rotation direction.

2) Choosing p̂ Given ω̂h and ω̂a: If the direction of the
actuator magnet’s rotation axis ω̂a is fixed (e.g., if the actuator
magnet is positioned using only a 3-DOF gantry robot), then
any desired applied field rotation axis ω̂h can still be achieved
at any UMD position by sacrificing actuator-magnet positioning
flexibility and placing the actuator magnet in a specific position
p̂. If the direction of ω̂a can be reversed by changing the actuator
magnet’s spin direction, then there exist at least four unique
directions of position p̂ where the actuator magnet can be placed
to achieve any desired ω̂h .

With the desired field rotation axis ω̂h given and the actuator-
magnet rotation axis ω̂a fixed and known, the solutions for
the necessary actuator-magnet position (actually computed as
the position direction p̂ of the UMD relative to the actuator

magnet) are found using the projection γ = p̂Tω̂h , obtained by
first computing the intermediate projection

ρ = ω̂T
h ω̂a =

ω̂T
hHω̂h

‖Hω̂h‖
=

3γ2 − 1
√

3γ2 + 1
(7)

after substituting (5) for ω̂a . (The value of ρ is known since
ω̂h and ω̂a are given.) Squaring both sides of (7) and grouping
terms produces a polynomial in terms of the unknown γ

9γ4 − 3
(
2 + ρ2) γ2 +

(
1 − ρ2) = 0. (8)

There are two solutions of (8) for γ2 , which can be found using
the quadratic formula

γ2
+ =

2 + ρ2 +
√

8ρ2 + ρ4

6
≥ 1

3
(9)

γ2
− =

2 + ρ2 −
√

8ρ2 + ρ4

6
≤ 1

3
(10)

and are verifiably bound by 1/3 from below and above, respec-
tively. After examining the right-hand side of (7), it is clear that
ρ ≤ 0 requires γ2 ≤ 1/3 and ρ ≥ 0 requires γ2 ≥ 1/3. Given
the lower and upper bounds of (9) and (10), respectively, the
solution of (7) is

γ2 =
{

γ2
+ if ρ ≥ 0

γ2
− if ρ ≤ 0 . (11)

For a value of γ2 given by (11), two solutions for p̂ can
be found (due to ±γ) in opposite directions of each other: the
solution where γ ≥ 0 is denoted by +p̂ and the opposite solution
where γ ≤ 0 is denoted by −p̂. Using the fact that ω̂a , ω̂h ,
and ±p̂ are always coplanar (see Appendix A), +p̂ can be
constructed by first generating an orthonormal basis for the
plane spanned by ω̂a and ω̂h . After selecting the first basis
vector to be ω̂h , a second basis vector ω̂⊥

h is

ω̂⊥
h =

(I − ω̂hω̂T
h)ω̂a

‖(I − ω̂hω̂T
h)ω̂a‖

. (12)

Since γ is the projection of p̂ onto ω̂h , the vector +p̂ can be
formed from the orthonormal basis as

+p̂ = |γ|ω̂h +
√

1 − |γ|2ω̂⊥
h (13)

where |γ| is obtained from (11), and the solution for −p̂ is
given by −1(+p̂). After ±p̂ is determined, ‖p‖ can be selected
without changing the result of (13).

There are two cases when (12) becomes degenerate and the
aforementioned approach for constructing ±p̂ breaks down,
both are illustrated in Fig. 2(a). The first case occurs when
ω̂h = ω̂a . In this case, it can be verified using (11) that γ2 = 1
implying that ±p̂ are parallel to ω̂h and ω̂a . These positions
correspond to axial positions (see Fig. 1). The second degenerate
case occurs when ω̂h = −ω̂a . In this case, γ2 = 0 implying that
±p̂ must be perpendicular to ω̂h and ω̂a . There are an infinite
number of solutions in this case, and all correspond to radial
positions (see Fig. 1). Reversing the actuator magnet’s spin
direction turns one degenerate case into the other.

In every other nondegenerate case, spinning the actuator mag-
net about ω̂a in one direction admits two unique solutions for
p̂, and spinning in the opposite direction changes the sign of
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Fig. 2. (a) Configurations that cause (12) to become degenerate, for ‖p‖ =
125 mm. (b) An example set of actuator-magnet position solutions that achieve a
desired field rotation axis ω̂h = [0,−1, 0]T when the actuator magnet’s rotation
axis is constrained to ω̂a = [0, 0,−1]T and ‖p‖ = 125 mm. The positions p1
and p2 are the +p̂ and −p̂ solutions, respectively, given by (13). If the actuator
magnet’s spin direction can be reversed such that ω̂a = [0, 0, 1]T, then p3 and
p4 are the corresponding +p̂ and −p̂ solutions.

ρ, produces another value of γ2 from (11), and admits two ad-
ditional unique solutions for p̂ making, in total, four unique
solutions that produce a desired field rotation axis ω̂h given a
reversible actuator-magnet rotation axis ω̂a . Fig. 2(b) shows an
example set of actuator-magnet positions that achieve a desired
field rotation axis when the actuator magnet’s rotation axis is
constrained but is permitted to reverse direction.

B. Magnitude and Rotation Speed of the Magnetic Field

For rotating UMDs, a common failure mode that results in
the loss of control authority occurs when the UMD steps out of
synchronization with the rotating field as the field rotates. The
rotation frequency above which the applied magnetic torque is
too weak in magnitude to keep the UMD synchronized with the
rotating field is referred to as the “step-out” frequency and is de-
noted by ‖ωso‖. If a UMD’s rotational dynamics are dominated
by friction and inertia is negligible, then its angular velocity
is approximately proportional to the magnetic torque by a lin-
ear damping coefficient c, and ‖ωso‖ is the speed that requires
the total available magnetic torque to maintain synchroniza-
tion (a similar property holds for UMDs with nonnegligible
inertia). The maximum available torque at any instant in time
is ‖τ‖max = μ0‖md‖‖h‖ resulting in the step-out frequency
‖ωso‖ = ‖τ‖max/c.

In rotating nonuniform fields produced by an actuator magnet,
the applied field magnitude and angular velocity, at any given
UMD position p, depend on the orientation of ma and p. During
actuator-magnet rotation, the instantaneous field magnitude ‖h‖
fluctuates in an elliptical fashion, and is

‖h‖ =
‖ma‖

4π‖p‖3

√
1 + 3(m̂T

a p̂)2 (14)

and the minimum and maximum field magnitudes are

‖h‖min =
‖ma‖

4π‖p‖3 (15)

‖h‖max =
‖ma‖

4π‖p‖3

√
1 + 3‖p̃‖2 (16)

where the vector p̃ = (I − ω̂aω̂a
T)p̂ is the projection of p̂ onto

the plane perpendicular to ω̂a (the plane in which ma resides).
The maximum field magnitude occurs when ma is parallel to
p̃, and the minimum field magnitude occurs when ma is per-
pendicular to p̃. In the special case of ω̂a = p̂, corresponding
to the axial positions that are depicted in Fig. 1, then p̃ = 0 and
‖h‖min = ‖h‖max .

The instantaneous angular velocity of the applied field, as it
rotates around ω̂h , varies through each actuator-magnet cycle as
well. If ωh and ωa denote the instantaneous angular velocities
of the applied field and the actuator magnet, respectively, then
the relation between ‖ωh‖ and ‖ωa‖ is given by

‖ωh‖ =
(
‖h‖min‖h‖max

‖h‖2

)
‖ωa‖. (17)

Because ‖h‖ > 0 at all times, it is clear that the maximum
angular velocity of the applied field occurs at the instant when
the magnetic field strength ‖h‖ is the weakest, and the minimum
angular velocity occurs when ‖h‖ is the strongest.

Because rotating the field faster than ‖ωso‖ causes the UMD
to become unsynchronized with the field, ‖ωa‖ should be lim-
ited so that ‖ωh‖ ≤ ‖ωso‖ for all time. Since both the mag-
nitude and angular velocity of the rotating field vary through
each cycle, the maximum actuator-magnet rotation speed that
guarantees synchronization also varies through each cycle. The
maximum actuator speed can be found using

‖ωh‖ ≤ ‖ωso‖ =
‖τ‖max

c
=

μ0‖md‖‖h‖
c

. (18)

Substituting (17) for ‖ωh‖, then solving for ‖ωa‖ produces

‖ωa‖ ≤ μ0‖md‖‖h‖3

c‖h‖min‖h‖max
. (19)

The fastest constant actuator-magnet angular velocity that sat-
isfies (19) can be found as

‖ωa‖ =
μ0‖md‖‖h‖2

min

c‖h‖max
(20)

after substituting ‖h‖min for ‖h‖ in (19).
If desired, the step-out frequency can be increased by moving

the rotating actuator magnet closer to the UMD (i.e., decreasing
‖p‖ and increasing ‖h‖), without changing the solution for ω̂h .
This should be done with care, however, as decreasing ‖p‖ also
increases the applied magnetic force. In most situations, it is
likely that the friction coefficient c will vary and will not be
known a priori. For magnetic capsule endoscopy, Hall-effect
sensors aboard a mockup capsule have been used to estimate
the onset of step-out [23]. When step-out is detected, either the
actuator magnet should adapt by moving closer to the capsule
or by rotating slower.

C. Applied Magnetic Force

The actuator magnet’s field causes a magnetic force to be
applied to the UMD, which can be derived from (2) as

f =
3μ0

4π‖p‖4

(
p̂mT

d + mdp̂T + (mT
dp̂)Z

)
ma = Fma (21)
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where the matrix Z = I − 5p̂p̂T. When actuated well beneath a
UMD’s step-out frequency, the magnetic force generally tends
to attract the UMD toward the actuator magnet. For configu-
rations where the actuator magnet is positioned in a way that
attractive magnetic force has a component in the desired direc-
tion of propulsion, then the attractive force can be beneficial.
If the actuator magnet is placed where the magnetic force has
a component directed against the desired propulsion direction,
then the attractive force hinders actuation.

UMDs that are able to convert a rotating magnetic field into
propulsion can propel themselves against attractive forces so
long as the propulsive force is larger than the magnetic force.
In the case where the desired propulsion direction is against
the attractive magnetic force, the rotation speed at which the
UMD’s propulsive force balances the attractive force is called
the “break-away” speed [11]. If the UMD is actuated slower
than its break-away speed, then the UMD will be attracted
toward the actuator magnet. The attraction can become self-
compounding as the magnetic force increases dramatically (as
‖p‖−4 according to (21)) with decreasing distance between the
actuator magnet and the UMD. In this paper, the UMD is ac-
tuated at distances where the UMD’s weight, friction, and the
propulsive force overpower any attractive magnetic force.

The ability of a rotating UMD to propel against attractive
magnetic forces increases flexibility in actuator-magnet place-
ment compared with other propulsion strategies. Stably driving
a UMD away from a single permanent magnet, when solely
applying magnetic force for pushing actuation, is challenging
because the magnetic torque tends to align the UMD’s dipole
moment md such that the magnetic force is always attractive.

For clinical applications, it is likely that the magnetic force
must be managed to ensure safety [4], [24]. It has been found
that actuating a UMD at its step-out frequency, in any actuator-
magnet position, reduces the magnitude of the force and redi-
rects it such that no component of the average magnetic force
applied to the UMD over one rotation cycle is attractive [24]. In
the event of loss of UMD localization or loss of control author-
ity, the actuator magnet’s ability to apply undesirable magnetic
force to a UMD can be dramatically reduced by rapidly in-
creasing the separation distance ‖p‖, or by rotating the actuator
magnet well above the UMD’s step-out frequency. If the actu-
ator magnet is rotated fast enough, the UMD’s dipole moment
md will remain approximately stationary in space. Assuming p
is approximately constant over one actuator-magnet revolution
and the actuator magnet’s rotation about ω̂a is parameterized by
the angle φ, the averaged magnetic force applied to the UMD is
then

f̄ =
1
2π

∫ 2π

0
Fmadφ =

1
2π

F

∫ 2π

0
madφ = 0 (22)

since F is approximately constant and the rotation of ma about
the axis ω̂a generates an odd function in R3 , which integrates
to zero over a complete actuator-magnet revolution.

Equation (22) will become more accurate as ‖ωh‖ increases
above step-out. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3, which shows
‖f̄‖ obtained from a simulation of a UMD whose dynamics are
dominated by friction [and whose step-out frequency ‖ωso‖ is

Fig. 3. The average magnetic force f̄ applied to a UMD over one actuator-
magnet revolution asymptotically approaches 0 as the rotation frequency in-
creases above step-out. Nondimensionalized simulation results of ‖f̄‖ (normal-
ized by δ) are shown for a UMD whose dynamics are dominated by friction (the
step-out frequency is given by (18)) as ‖ωh ‖ (normalized by ‖ωso ‖) increases.
Results in two UMD positions are shown.

Fig. 4. The Yaskawa Motoman MH5 6-DOF robotic manipulator (a) is used to
position the actuator magnet (b) for point-dipole calibration, and for actuating a
spherical rolling UMD (c) and a threaded capsule-mockup UMD (d). The screw
thread of the capsule UMD has a pitch of 7 mm and is 1.5 mm deep. Both
devices contain a 6.35- mm cube Grade-N52 NdFeB magnet.

given by (18)] in two positions relative to the actuator magnet.
The results of Fig. 3 are nondimensionalized by scaling ‖f̄‖
by δ = 3μ0‖md‖‖ma‖/(4π‖p‖4) to remove the influence of
‖p‖, ‖md‖, and ‖ma‖, and by scaling ‖ωh‖ by the UMD’s
step-out frequency to remove the influence of friction c. The
results in two UMD positions are shown. In position 1 the UMD
is in a radial position. In position 2, the UMD is nearly in an
axial position. In general, as the UMD’s position approaches an
axial position, ‖f̄‖ approaches 0 for all rotation speeds. In any
position, ‖f̄‖ asymptotically approaches 0 as ‖ωh‖ increases.
Detailed discussion on the influence of the UMD’s position on
the magnetic force can be found in [24].

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In our experiments, the actuator magnet is positioned with
a Yaskawa Motoman MH5 6-DOF robotic manipulator [see
Fig. 4(a)], and consists of a cylindrical 25.4 mm diameter,
25.4 mm long, Grade-N42, diametrically magnetized (i.e.,
along the diameter) NdFeB permanent magnet [see Fig. 4(b)]
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driven by a Maxon 24 V A-Max DC motor with an Advanced
Motion Controls servo control drive and amplifier. We demon-
strate propulsion of rotating UMDs by actuating a rolling
spherical device [see Fig. 4(c)], and a threaded capsule-shaped
device [see Fig. 4(d)] similar to the design in [13], that produces
translational motion along its principal axis from rotation
around the same axis. Both UMDs contain a 6.35- mm cubic
Grade-N52 NdFeB magnet positioned at the device’s center of
gravity, with the dipole moment oriented perpendicular to the
device’s principal axis in the case of the threaded capsule.

The UMDs were constrained during experimentation in
a clear PVC lumen with 22.2 mm inner diameter, lightly
lubricated with personal lubricant jelly. Although the PVC lu-
men is not representative of the human GI system, it is suffi-
cient for our proof-of-concept experiments. (Note that there is
experimental evidence to suggest that capsule-shaped UMDs,
similar to Fig. 4(d), can be successfully actuated in the human
GI system [13], [25].) The UMD position was obtained using
a stereo vision system [see Fig. 4(a)] consisting of two Basler
A602FC cameras each fitted with a 4.5- mm fixed-focal-length
lens producing sub-millimeter tracking accuracy at 30 frames-
per-second. Although visually tracking a UMD is not clinically
relevant, it is sufficient for our proof-of-concept experiments.
Existing clinically relevant UMD localization strategies include
RF triangulation [26], magnetic methods [27]–[30], and CT scan
or X-ray fluoroscopy [31]. Irrespective of the tracking method,
the effect of localization uncertainty on the control techniques
presented has been studied in [32].

The actuator magnet’s dipole moment magnitude ‖ma‖ was
found using a least-squares fit of the measured field to the point-
dipole model. The magnetic field was measured with a custom-
made three-axis sensor shown in the corner of Fig. 5(a) and
(b), constructed using three pairs of Allegro A1301 linear Hall-
effect sensors mounted on the six sides of a 7- mm cube. Each
sensor has a sensitivity of 25 V/T and a range of ±0.1 T. The
average value of each sensor pair on two opposing faces ap-
proximates the component of the field at the cube’s center in the
direction normal to the faces. One hundred samples of the field
were obtained per millimeter between 30 and 140 mm from the
actuator-magnet center in an axial position, resulting in the fit
‖ma‖ = 12.7 A·m2 with R2 = 0.999.

The accuracy of the fit and correctness of the theory were ver-
ified by measuring the magnetic field while rotating the actuator
magnet in two positions located 100 mm from the actuator mag-
net’s center. The positions p1 = [0, 100, 0]T mm [see Fig. 5(a)]
and p2 = [81.61, 57.79, 0]T mm [see Fig. 5(b)] are described
in the coordinate system depicted at the top of Fig. 5. Fig. 5(c)
and (d) shows the measured and predicted magnetic fields and
axes of rotation at both positions projected onto the xz and yz
planes. The actuator magnet rotates at 1 rad/s in both positions.
The predicted ω̂h , obtained by (6), differed from the measured
ω̂h , obtained using principal-component analysis (the direction
of least variance), by 2.94◦ for p1 and 0.73◦ for p2 . Fig. 5
clearly shows that the actuator magnet’s field and its axis of
rotation are closely predicted by the point-dipole model with
‖ma‖ = 12.7 A·m2 in the positions indicated, even though the
actuator magnet is nonspherical. The actuator magnet’s field is

Fig. 5. The components of the magnetic flux density b = μ0h mea-
sured and predicted at the positions p1 = [0, 100, 0]T mm (a) and p2 =
[81.61, 57.79, 0]T mm (b) are shown in (c) and (d), respectively. The pre-
dicted ω̂h at p1 and p2 differed from the measured ω̂h by 2.94◦ and 0.73◦,
respectively. The custom field sensor used to obtain the data appears in the lower
right corners of (a) and (b). Note that in the literature, the magnetic flux density
is typically denoted as B, however, we denote it in lower-case as b to maintain
the conventions of this paper.

within 3% of a point-dipole field (3) in every position, provided
‖p‖ ≥ 36 mm [22].

The following experiments were intentionally performed at
slow rotation speeds to demonstrate the methods presented
herein as purely magnetic effects, with minimal contribution
of inertia. Helical UMD propulsion has been previously shown
to be robust to misalignment in applied-field rotation axis [32].
The successful actuation of the spherical UMD, which is more
sensitive to rotation-axis alignment, will demonstrate that proper
control of the rotating magnetic field is achieved.

A. Demonstration Varying ω̂a , Given ω̂h and p̂

To date, rotating UMDs have been actuated in axial or radial
positions where the applied field rotation is easy to visualize
and the coupling between the actuator magnet and the UMD
is easy to understand. In the radial position, for example, the
magnetic field rotates around an axis parallel to that of the
actuator magnet, although in the opposite direction. Actuation
of the threaded UMD in the radial position is demonstrated
in Fig. 6(a). While the UMD travels along the lumen (from
right to left), the actuator magnet’s position is maintained at
p = [0, 0,−125]T mm (in the coordinate system depicted in
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Fig. 6. The threaded capsule UMD is propelled in the (a) radial position with the actuator magnet’s position regulated to maintain p = [0, 0,−125]T mm (in
the coordinate system depicted above the captured images) where the necessary actuator-magnet rotation axis is intuitive. Captured images taken during operation
with the actuator magnet’s position maintained (b) at p = [0,−72.2,−102]T mm and (c) at p = [0, 72.2,−102]T mm demonstrate the UMD being actuated
where the necessary actuator-magnet rotation axis (found by applying (5)) is nonintuitive. In all three examples, ‖p‖ = 125 mm and the actuator magnet was
rotated at a constant speed of ‖ωa‖ = 5 rad/s. The scale drawings above the images depict the scene from direct left and front views. Please see supplementary
multimedia.

Fig. 6) using the stereo vision system. Because the external
thread converts rotation about the UMD’s principal axis to
propulsion parallel to its principal axis, ω̂a must be parallel
to the y-axis for propulsion through the lumen. In Fig. 6(a), the
UMD travels at an average speed of 3.4 mm/s. Rotating UMDs
actuated in the radial position can be found in [8]–[12].

The theory presented in Section II enables operation of UMDs
in nonintuitive ways. Fig. 6(b) shows the threaded UMD actu-
ated with the actuator magnet’s position regulated to maintain
p = [0,−72.2,−102]T mm. After substituting the appropriate
p and ω̂h = [0,−1, 0]T into (5), it can be found that the actuator
magnet’s rotation axis must be ω̂a = [0, 0, 1]T. It is particularly
nonintuitive that the necessary actuator-magnet rotation axis is
perpendicular to the desired UMD rotation axis in this position.
Note that the rotation axis of the field in an equivalent position is
measured in Fig. 5(d). The actuator magnet is rotated at 5 rad/s
and causes the UMD to travel from right to left with an average
speed of 1.5 mm/s.

Although the attractive magnetic force must always be man-
aged, it can significantly contribute to propulsion. Fig. 6(c)
shows the UMD actuated with p = [0, 72.2,−102]T mm. In
this position, a component of the magnetic force attracts the
UMD in the desired direction of motion, producing an average
speed of 4.3 mm/s, which is faster than the average speed in the
radial position [see Fig. 6(a)], where the force neither hinders

nor helps actuation, and much faster than the position where
the actuator magnet trails the UMD [see Fig. 6(b)], where the
force hinders actuation. This demonstrates that a rotating UMD
can be simultaneously driven and pulled, using the available
magnetic torque and force, resulting in faster UMD propulsion.
(A threaded UMD in a similar experiment achieved forward
velocities of 21.0 mm/s in the same configuration [24].)

In Fig. 6, the position of the actuator magnet is regulated to
maintain a constant relative position with respect to the UMD.
Due to the presence of obstacles in a clinical setting that an
actuator magnet must avoid, including the patient, it is unlikely
that a UMD will always be actuated in this manner. The theory
presented in Section II enables a UMD to be actuated in any
position, which may change as the UMD or the actuator mag-
net move in space, provided that the actuator magnet’s rotation
axis ω̂a is adjusted according to (5). This is demonstrated in
Fig. 7, which shows two examples of the spherical UMD being
propelled while the actuator magnet follows a trajectory inde-
pendent of the UMD. In both examples, the actuator magnet’s
instantaneous rotation axis ω̂a is set according to (5) using the
known actuator-magnet position, and the instantaneous UMD
position obtained from the stereo vision system, to update the
instantaneous position vector p. Fig. 7(a) shows superimposed
still images demonstrating the UMD being rolled from left to
right while the actuator magnet’s position remains stationary.
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Fig. 7. The spherical UMD [see Fig. 4(c)] is propelled with the actuator
magnet’s position remaining stationary (a) and following a rectangular step
trajectory (b). In both examples, the actuator magnet’s position follows the pre-
defined trajectory in an open-loop fashion, independent of the UMD’s position.
The direction of the actuator magnet’s rotation axis ω̂a is constantly updated
to maintain ω̂h = [−1, 0, 0]T (in the same coordinate system as Fig. 6) by ap-
plying (5), using the known actuator-magnet position and the measured UMD
position to update the relative position p. ‖ωa‖ = 0.25 rad/s in both cases.
Please see supplementary multimedia.

In the case of Fig. 7(b), the UMD rolls from left to right while
the actuator magnet follows a rectangular step trajectory. The
actuator magnet initially travels parallel to the lumen until it jogs
vertically at t = 33 s with a rate of 9.47 mm/s; at t = 44 s, the
actuator magnet continues parallel to the lumen at 3.16 mm/s
until t = 77 s, when the actuator magnet moves back to its
original height at 9.47 mm/s; the actuator magnet then finishes
moving parallel to the lumen at 3.16 mm/s. It is easy to imagine
this trajectory being used to avoid an obstacle.

In both examples, ω̂h = [−1, 0, 0]T (in the same coordinate
system as Fig. 6) without entering a radial or axial position, and
the actuator magnet is rotated at ‖ωa‖ = 0.25 rad/s. Although
both actuator-magnet trajectories are arbitrary, they demonstrate
UMD actuation that was not possible using prior methods that
only considered axial or radial positions. In practice, actuator-
magnet position trajectories should be planned to prevent loss
of control authority, employ available magnetic force, avoid
collision with obstacles, avoid manipulator singularities or joint

limits, and mitigate the influence of localization uncertainty on
UMD actuation [32].

B. Demonstration Varying p̂, Given ω̂h and ω̂a

If the rotation axis of the actuator magnet is constrained such
as by the use of a 3-DOF robotic manipulator, then any desired
field rotation axis can still be achieved by appropriately selecting
the actuator magnet’s position (refer to Section II-A2). Although
they were originally obtained by setting the actuator magnet’s
position and solving for the required actuator-magnet axis of
rotation, Fig. 6(b) and (c) can also be used to demonstrate the
actuation of the capsule UMD while maintaining a constrained
actuator-magnet rotation axis. In this example, the desired field
rotation axis at the UMD’s position is ω̂h = [0,−1, 0]T, and the
actuator magnet’s rotation axis is constrained to lie parallel to the
z-axis, with the ability to reverse the actuator magnet’s direction
of spin. The four position solutions, given by (13), that achieve
the desired field rotation axis are shown in Fig. 2(a). Two of
the four solutions, p2 and p3 , place the actuator magnet below
the experimental setup’s floor and are not physically achievable.
The other two solutions, p1 and p4 , correspond to the actuator-
magnet rotation axes ω̂a = [0, 0,−1]T and ω̂a = [0, 0, 1]T, and
are shown in Fig. 6(b) and (c), respectively. When multiple
feasible solutions exist, the position can be chosen to maximize
the contribution of magnetic force to actuation, improve the
robustness of actuation to uncertainty in the UMD’s location
[32], or maximize the configuration-space distance of the robot
manipulator from singularities or joint limits.

In the previous example, the desired field rotation axis ω̂h

remains constant through time and the four actuator-magnet po-
sition solutions never change. Fig. 8 shows superimposed still
images demonstrating the spherical UMD traveling from left to
right along a curved lumen, where the field rotation axis and the
actuator magnet’s position solutions change. At every instant in
time, the position of the actuator magnet is chosen using (13) to
insure that the field rotation axis ω̂h is always perpendicular to
the curved lumen. The desired field rotation axis ω̂h is adjusted
manually by the operator as the UMD rolls through the lumen.
Fig. 8(a) shows the actuator magnet propelling the spherical
UMD, while the actuator magnet’s rotation axis is kept fixed
at ω̂a = [−0.71, 0, 0.71]. The case where the actuator magnet’s
rotation axis is kept fixed at ω̂a = [0,−0.71, 0.71] is shown in
Fig. 8(b). Allowing the actuator magnet’s spin direction to be
reversed, there are four possible positions where the actuator
magnet can be positioned to achieve the desired ω̂h . Two of
the potential positions obtained from (13) result in the actuator
magnet being placed below the floor of the experimental setup
and are physically unrealizable. One of the two physically re-
alizable positions caused the actuator magnet and manipulator
to occlude the UMD from the view of the vision system. The
actuator magnet was placed in the remaining position at each
time step.

C. Effects of Scaling

The actuator magnet’s magnetic field scales homothetically,
meaning that the field of an actuator magnet, whose dimensions
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Fig. 8. Spherical UMD [see Fig. 4(c)] is propelled through a curved lumen while maintaining a constant actuator-magnet rotation axis ω̂a . The magnetic field
rotation axis ω̂h is kept perpendicular to the curved lumen as the spherical UMD travels. The actuator-magnet poses for three positions of the UMD in the lumen
are shown where ω̂a = [−0.71, 0, 0.71] in (a), and where ω̂a = [0,−0.71, 0.71] in (b). Using the UMD position obtained from the vision system, the actuator
magnet’s position is adjusted according to (13) to keep ω̂h perpendicular to the lumen. Top and side views of each experiment pose are illustrated below (a) and
(b). ‖p‖ = 150 mm in all configurations. Please see supplementary multimedia.

have been scaled by a factor s, measured at the position sp,
is the same as that of the unscaled actuator magnet measured
at the position p. This can be verified using (3). Because the
dipole magnetization ‖ma‖ is proportional to the actuator mag-
net’s volume, scaling by s causes the magnetic dipole to become
s3‖ma‖. Operating the UMD at an equivalently scaled distance
away makes p become sp. After substituting s3‖ma‖ and sp
into (3) for ‖ma‖ and p, respectively, the factor s3 appears in
both the numerator and the denominator and can be canceled,
making the field of the scaled actuator magnet at equivalently
scaled distances the same as without scaling. Since the mag-
netic force is amplified by the scalar 3μ0‖md‖‖ma‖/4π‖p‖4 ,
substituting s3‖ma‖ and sp for ‖ma‖ and p, respectively, into
this amplification factor shows that the magnetic force scales as
s−1 . This implies that when the actuator magnet’s dimensions
are scaled by s and the UMD is operated at an equivalently scaled
distance, the magnetic field (and thus the magnetic torque) re-
mains the same, whereas the magnetic force is diminished. This
demonstrates that the magnetic fields generated by the actua-
tor magnet will scale well for clinical use, assuming magnetic
torque is the primary means of actuation. However, if the mag-
netic force is expected to assist actuation [as demonstrated in
Fig. 6(c)], then diminishing the force may be undesirable.

IV. CONCLUSION

To date, rotating UMDs operated using a single rotating per-
manent magnet have been actuated in positions where the mag-
netic field behavior is simple and easy to visualize. Constraining
the actuator magnet to these positions, however, may preclude
the use of rotating-permanent-magnet actuation in clinical set-

tings due to the presence of obstacles, including the patient’s
body. We have demonstrated that a desired rotating magnetic
field for UMD propulsion can be generated using a single rotat-
ing actuator magnet from any position in space, which enables
rotating UMDs to be actuated in any position relative to the ac-
tuator magnet, provided the UMD position is known. We have
experimentally verified the theory presented in this paper by
measuring the magnetic field generated by the rotating actu-
ator magnet, and by propelling a spherical rolling UMD and
a threaded capsule UMD in two different scenarios: 1) with
the actuator magnet positioned arbitrarily in space and actua-
tor magnet’s rotation axis determined in a closed-loop fashion,
2) and with the actuator magnet’s rotation axis fixed and the
actuator magnet’s position determined in a closed-loop fash-
ion. Both scenarios assume the 3-DOF position of the UMD
is found with a localization system. Systems that employ our
method will not be constrained to actuate in positions where the
rotating magnetic field is easy to visualize.

APPENDIX A

The fact that the rotation axis of the applied magnetic field ω̂h ,
the UMD’s position p, and the rotation axis ω̂a of the actuator
magnet are coplanar, can be demonstrated by expanding (5):

ω̂h =
H−1ω̂a

‖H−1ω̂a‖
=

(
3(p̂Tω̂a)

2‖H−1ω̂a‖

)
p̂ −

(
1

‖H−1ω̂a‖

)
ω̂a

(23)
and thus ω̂h is in the span of p̂ and ω̂a , and it holds that ω̂h , p̂,
and ω̂a are coplanar. It can be likewise shown that the magnetic
field h, the UMD’s position vector p, and the actuator magnet’s
dipole moment ma are also coplanar.
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APPENDIX B

An explicit representation of H−1 can be found with the
identity H2 = H + 2I , derived using the definition of H and
recognizing that p̂Tp̂ = 1. Multiplying both sides of H2 by
H−1 produces H = I + 2H−1 and subsequently

H−1 =
1
2

(H − I) . (24)
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